We study how the mechanisms of choice influence preferences when animals face more than 2 alternatives simultaneously. Choice mechanisms can be hierarchical (if alternatives are assigned to categories by their similarity and choice is between categories) or simultaneous (if options enter the choice process individually, each with its own value). The latter, although simpler, can lead to counterintuitive outcomes because expressed preference between options depends not only on the kinds of options present but also on the number of exemplars within each kind, so that decision makers have a higher probability of picking an option of a given class when exemplars in this class are common. Higher preference for commoner options has indeed been shown in humans, and if present in animals, it would affect many choice domains, including prey and mate choice. We studied the problem using starlings making risk-sensitive choices. Subjects chose between a risky option and 1 (in binary choices) or 2 (in trinary choices) fixed options that were identifiable as distinct but were identical in reward rate and had no variance. Preference between the risky and each fixed option was unaltered between binary and trinary contexts, but subjects chose a higher proportion of the fixed kind when this was represented by 2 rather than 1 distinct food sources. This means subjects were objectively risk prone in binary and risk averse in trinary contexts. These results fit accounts based on learning principles, but contradict the expectations of functional models of choice, including risk-sensitivity theory.
W e study the process by which animals make choices in multialternative situations. Our experimental system is based on risk sensitivity (Stephens 1981 ), but we intend to address the general problems raised in decision making when more than 2 options are simultaneously available.
To illustrate the problem, we consider an animal that can choose between foraging options differing in their level of variance in reward rate, as shown in Figure 1 . The figure shows 3 symbols (stimuli) on the left (R, F1, and F2) representing options open to the decision maker. As we have a European starling (Sturnus vulgaris) in mind when illustrating the problem, these symbols could stand for species of insect prey identified by their color, foraging sites, or modes of foraging such as hawking or plucking plants to seek grubs in the hollows. In the example, the outcome of stimulus R is stochastic: it is sometimes a big and sometimes a small reward, each with different fitness consequences. The expected fitness consequence of choosing the risky option R (W R ) takes into account this variability (McNamara and Houston 1992) . The outcomes of F1 and F2 are fixed: each yields always the same reward. In this case, we use an example where the 2 outcomes yield equal fitness (W F ) to emphasize that they can be integrated into a single category, but the question on which we focus does not need this simplification. For instance, several low variance options could be considered into a single (low-risk) category even if they had small differences in yield.
The task we face is to predict and explain, both functionally and mechanistically, choices among such a set of alternatives. Conventionally, the optimal proportion of choices between any 2 stimuli would be predicted considering their fitness consequences: the subject should be indifferent between F1 and F2 and have a certain preference between R and either of the fixed options . We denote the predicted preference for the risky option by Q and indicate the choice set with parentheses. Thus, Q(W R , W F ) is the predicted preference for the risky option R as computed using the expected fitness consequences of R and F, as is the norm in optimality modeling. We restrict our discussion to cases where 0 , Q , 1, namely, excluding absolute preferences for only one option, because partial preferences are an almost universal empirical regularity in repeated choice experimental studies.
The problem sets off as soon as we consider choices between more than 2 options. Binary choices dominate the literature (Real et al. 1982; Wunderle and O'Brien 1985; Caraco et al. 1990; Cartar and Dill 1990; Reboreda and Kacelnik 1991 ; Brito e Abreu 1998), not because of greater relevance but because they are simpler to model and test, and perhaps because until now it was implicitly assumed that adding more exemplars of one of the options would not alter the results. Trinary choices, however, are important because they pose a host of new and fundamental problems that need to be addressed to generalize experimental results to natural circumstances. To model decision making in trinary situations and in the presence of partial (as opposed to exclusive) levels of preference (arguably more relevant to natural choices), we consider 2 contrasting processes which we shall call ''hierarchical'' or ''simultaneous. '' In a hierarchical process, subjects' first group options depending on their degree of similarity (in our example, there would be 2 categories: ''fixed'' and ''risky''). They then determine relative preference between the 2 categories and distribute their choices indifferently among options of equal value within each category. In the example, the decision maker builds up a preference ranking between W R and W F , assigning Q choices to R and 1 ÿ Q to the rest. A risk neutral (rate maximizer) subject without the constraint of partial preferences would thus compute the mean rate of gain for each option and take exclusively the prey with highest expectation.
If instead the subject is risk sensitive, it should choose among the risky option and the best of the 2 fixed alternatives. If the 2 fixed options yield equal fitness, it should choose among the risky one and either of the fixed ones, with indifference between the 2, so that preferences would average (1 ÿ Q)/2 for each fixed option. Thus, the total proportion of choices for the categories risky and fixed is the same regardless of whether there is one or more fixed alternatives, but each single fixed option receives less choices when part of a trio. The process just described has been mostly studied in the context of human choices and is known as ''hierarchical elimination model'' or ''similarity hypothesis'' (Tversky and Russo 1969; Tversky 1972 , but see also Shafir et al. 2002 for an example with nonhumans animals).
In the simultaneous process, the subject computes the value of food sources and then distributes its choices among all alternatives by using some algorithm that treats individual options rather than categories as the units. So in the example, the subject expresses preferences among R, F1, and F2 considered separately. We call the proportion of choices for any alternative under this process S and denote the proportion of risky choices by S(R, Fi) in binary choices between R and one of the fixed options and by S(R, F1, F2) in the trinary choices. The significant issue here is that while the preference for the risky category (Q) based on the hierarchical process is the same in the binary and trinary situations, ''S'' differs between the 2 choice contexts. For example, if the likelihood of selecting any option under the simultaneous process of choice is some growing function of its value relative to the value of all other options (with ''value'' given by the learned consequences associated with each option), then overall preference for R would decrease as the number of fixed options increases, as each new fixed option will take a share of choices from all other options (including R). This sensitivity to the number of least preferred alternatives is, however, not predicted by behavioral ecological models of optimal choice (Charnov 1976) .
It is unlikely that only one of these 2 choice processes will exist in nature, and each situation may need to be examined. For example, in some cases, stimuli cueing options with similar outcomes will be also very similar, especially if there is some coincidence between the kinds of prey species and their properties. If, say, beetles are a risky option (a fraction of them is toxic) and there are also 2 species of butterflies (each leading to the same fixed fitness outcome), classifying the 2 fixed options as being the same would be easy, and modeling the process hierarchically as choosing first between the categories risky and fixed (which in this case correspond to choosing between ''beetle'' and ''butterfly'') and later between the elements within each category (namely, between the 2 butterfly species) would lead to accurate predictions. However, this need not be the most common situation. It is possible that, in addition to beetles and butterflies, there are also leatherjackets available, which have the same fixed fitness value as butterflies, but look very different. In this case, it is important to know if choices for the risky option (beetles) would differ depending on the number of prey species yielding an equivalent fixed outcome. In other words, would a choice between beetles and butterflies lead to more beetles being consumed than a choice between beetles, butterflies, and leatherjackets? If so, preferences would not be predictable on the basis of risk-sensitivity analysis.
Although it would be natural for behavioral ecologists to favor the hierarchical mechanism, the prevalent analysis of this problem within the economic psychology literature has considered both approaches, and if anything, formal analyses favor the latter. For example, the simultaneous handling of choices is implied by the so-called principle of independence from irrelevant alternatives (IIA), a recurrent principle of economic theories of rational choice that guarantees the existence of some scale of value (e.g., monetary gains, satisfaction, well-being) governing choices. IIA is in fact best captured in the choice axiom of Luce (1959) or ''constantratio rule'' (Clarke 1957) . This is a restrictive principle used to test internal coherence in choices and states that the inclusion of a new option into a choice set should take from preexisting options in proportion to their original shares (as required if choices are made simultaneously), hence relative choice proportions between any pair of options should always be the same regardless of the number of options in the set.
Breaches of the choice axiom (namely, cases where the addition of a third choice changes the relative distribution of choices between the 2 previous options) have however been frequently reported in the psychological and economic literature (Huber et al. 1982; Wedell 1991; Payne et al. 1992; Simonson and Tversky 1992; Tversky and Simonson 1993; Slaughter et al. 1999) . For example, in what has become known as the ''attraction effect,'' the addition of a relatively inferior alternative (or decoy) into an existing choice set has been shown to increase the proportion of choices for an relatively superior option from the original set, thereby in violation of the choice axiom (for a review of decoy types, see Wedell and Pettibone 1996) . Similarly, a number of studies have shown that the relative choice probability of an option will increase when it becomes a ''compromise'' (say, between price and quality) in a choice set (a phenomenon known as the ''compromise effect,' ' Simonson 1989) . More recently, violation of this sort was also found in some pioneering studies with animals (but see Schuck-Paim et al. 2004 ). For instance, studying the foraging preferences of honeybees (Apis mellifera) and gray jays (Perisoreus canadensis), Shafir et al. (2002) showed that the relative preference of the bees and jays between 2 original foraging options changed with the introduction of an additional, unattractive alternative. Similarly, Bateson et al. (2002) analyzed the preferences of wild rufous hummingbirds (Selasphorus rufus) for artificial flowers, showing that the relative preferences of the birds for one of the 2 target options was higher in a trinary context (where a third option, or 'decoy', was available) than in binary choices (only 2 options on offer). The same was true in a study designed to test the risk-sensitive foraging preferences of European starlings (S. vulgaris) for variability in amount of food (Bateson 2002): the relative preferences of the starlings for the less variable options were always higher in a trinary than in a binary context. Such breaches have been generally interpreted as providing evidence for context-dependent valuation, namely, the notion that preference for an option would be constructed at the moment of choice depending on the presence and properties of other alternatives.
Most work on animal choice has addressed pairwise choices, but real life scenarios may involve multiple alternatives. Because in these cases, preferences differ depending on the choice process employed by the animal, it is possible that many results obtained to date, as well as the theoretical concepts tested with such data, do not hold in more complex scenarios (Bateson and Healy 2005) . Our goal here is to distinguish experimentally the 2 alternative processes and to examine the significance of this issue for functional modeling. We explore binary and trinary choices using European starlings (S. vulgaris) as subjects, and although we structure our experiments in terms of options that differ in the variance of rewards, we are concerned with the implications of hierarchical and simultaneous mechanisms in broader choice domains.
METHODOLOGY Experimental design
We compared starlings' preferences between binary and trinary choice contexts, examining how the inclusion of a third food source changed the relative level of preference between the 2 original options. The third food source had the same properties as one of the members of the original pair.
In each treatment, subjects were exposed to 3 alternatives, 2 of which shared exactly the same parameter values, as shown by the 2 fixed options in the example of Figure 1 . The decision problem was therefore designed to distinguish the processes described in the introduction: categorical, where the subject groups alternatives according to similarity in their properties and then chooses between categories or simultaneous, where, it assigns a value to each individual option and then chooses among all options present.
The sources of reward were characterized by the mean and variance of the delay that subjects had to wait to receive food: the 2 equivalent options offered a same fixed delay to food, whereas the third offered a variable delay with 2 equiprobable outcomes. There were 5 treatments, which differed in the delay offered by the 2 fixed options (ranging from a relatively short-as compared with the mean delay offered by the variable option-to a relatively long delay). Previous experimental results on risk sensitivity show that starlings (and other animals) in these scenarios favor the variable delay alternative but that preferences are partial (as opposed to exclusive) Kacelnik 1995, 1998 ; Brito e Abreu 1998). On these basis, we expect starlings to show a preference for the fixed delay when it (the fixed delay) is much shorter than the average of the delays in the variable option and, conversely, to show preference for the variable delay when this average is equal or shorter than the delay offered by the fixed options. The point of indifference when only 2 options (one fixed and one variable) are present is, on the basis of both theoretical interpretations and empirical findings, expected to be when the fixed option lies in the region around the harmonic or geometric mean of the 2 delays of the variable option (Gibbon et al. 1988; Bateson and Kacelnik 1996) . By varying the delay of the fixed options among treatments, we can thereby analyze the fit between the observed levels of preference for the options and the predictions of both mechanistic hypotheses along a wide range of partial levels of preference.
Subjects
Subjects were 10 wild-caught European starlings, captured in Oxford, UK (English Nature licence 20020068) as adults on March 2001. Prior to the experiments, the starlings were kept in 2 outdoor aviaries (3 m high 3 3.2 m wide 3 4 m long) and fed ad libitum on a mixture of turkey crumbs, Orlux pellets, and mealworms. Fresh drinking and bathing water was always available. Five days before the beginning of the training sessions, the birds were transferred to the laboratory and housed in individual cages (120 cm long 3 50 cm wide 3 60 cm high) that served both as home cages and experimental chambers. During this period of adaptation, all birds had free access to water and ad libitum food. During the experimental period, the starlings were given free access to food (turkey starter crumbs) after the end of each daily session, from 1700 h until 1900 h. At 1900 h, they were supplemented with 10 mealworms, and then food was removed. From previous experience, this regime is known to allow the starlings' body weights to remain stable at approximately 90% of their free feeding value or above (Bateson 1993) . Fresh drinking water was always available, and bathing trays were provided daily. There was no mortality or any observed adverse effects on any of the subjects. The experiments were initiated in November 2001 and completed in March 2002. All subjects were released back into the wild during the following spring.
Apparatus
The experimental cages had a panel with a food hopper, 3 response keys (at either side of the hopper and above it) and 2 perches. An Acorn Risk PC 600 computer running Arachnid software (Paul Fray Ltd, Cambridge, UK) controlled the contingencies and collected the data. During the experimental sessions, food rewards were 2 units of Noyes precision pellets (0.02 g each), delivered at a rate of 1 unit/s. Lights in the experimental rooms were gradually switched on at 0530 h and off at 1930 h, and temperature ranged from 11°C to 15°C. Subjects were visually but not acoustically isolated.
Experimental protocol
Subjects were first trained by a standard autoshaping procedure to peck at the keys to obtain rewards. Training stopped when all birds pecked in at least 80% of the trials.
All subjects experienced 5 treatments. In each treatment, the subjects experienced 3 options differing in the parameters of delay to reward: a variable option, offering equiprobable delays of either 12 or 28 s (coefficient of variation ¼ 40%, Harmonic mean 16.8 s, geometric mean 18.3 s, arithmetic mean 20 s) and 2 fixed options both offering the same delay to reward. In treatments T12, T15, T18, T22, and T28, the delay offered by the fixed options was 12, 15, 18, 22 and 28 s, respectively. The variable option was the same in all treatments. The order of treatments was balanced across subjects following a balanced Latin-square design. As we had an odd number of treatments (n ¼ 5), we used 2 separate arrangements comprising 5 orders each (Namboodiri 1972) . Each of the options was associated with one color illuminating the pecking keys (green, red, and yellow). The association of colors with options was balanced across birds, but for a given bird, one color was always associated with one particular option. Although the subjects were already familiar with the experimental apparatus, they had not experienced colors as discriminative stimuli before.
A discrete trials procedure with a fixed intertrial interval (ITI) of 60 s was employed. There were 3 types of trials: nochoice trials, choice trials, and probe trials. No-choice trials were intended to provide the birds with information about each alternative and started with one of the keys blinking (0.7 s on, 0.3 s off). The first peck on the key caused the light to stay ON for the delay corresponding to the option presented, during which pecks on the key were counted. The first peck after the delay timed out triggered the delivery of the standard food reward (2 precision pellets) in the hopper, and a new ITI started. There were 4 kinds of no-choice trials, F1, F2, and V12 and V28, according to whether the trial was programmed as either of the 2 fixed options or either of the 2 values of the variable option, respectively.
Choice trials began with either 2 or 3 pecking keys (depending on whether the choice was binary or trinary) blinking. The first peck on any of the keys caused the chosen key to stay continuously ON for its respective delay and the remaining key lights to turn OFF. The first peck after the delay had elapsed triggered the delivery of the standard reward and the beginning of a new ITI. Probe trials were used to measure the subjects' knowledge of the temporal properties of each option and were identical to no-choice trials, with the only difference that the light stayed on for a delay 3 times longer than the delay programmed for that option and that no reward was given. There were 3 kinds of probe trials, P F1 , P F2 , and P V , according to whether the color on the key was that of either of the 2 fixed options or that of the variable option, respectively.
Subjects experienced 4 sessions per day, starting at 0600, 0900, 1200, and 1500 h. Each session comprised 5 blocks of 15 trials each and finished with an additional probe trial (total trials per session ¼ 76, see description next). Each block started with one probe trial, where one of the 3 options was presented (presentation was random with the restriction that each option had to be presented twice per session in the probe trials). The probe trial was followed by 3 no-choice trials, one corresponding to each option, and then by 4 choice trials: 3 binary choice trials (one of each possible pairwise combination) and one trinary choice trial (all options simultaneously available). Choice trials were followed by another series of 3 no-choice trials and 4 choice trials, with the only difference that in the second series of no-choice trials, we programmed the variable option to offer the outcome that had not been experienced in the previous series. The order of presentation of the options was always randomly determined. Options were also not consistently associated with a particular side, but this was randomized between trials. Table 1 shows an example of a typical block.
The 2 morning sessions and the 2 afternoon sessions were each grouped for the purpose of analysis. For each bird, each treatment ended when the regression coefficient of the choice proportions of 6 consecutive sessions (against session number) was not significantly different from zero, and the standard deviation of the choice percentages of these 6 sessions did not exceed 10. This criterion had to be reached in at least 2 out of the 4 types of choice trials (3 binary and 1 trinary) for the treatment to end. The birds were given a minimum of 8 and maximum of 20 sessions per treatment. Data from the last 6 sessions were used for analysis. Subjects were given 3 resting days with ad libitum food between treatments.
DATA ANALYSIS Preference scores for the fixed options
In all treatments, the 2 fixed options offered the same delay to reward but differed in the color of the discriminative label associated to each of them. Accordingly, mean preference levels between the 2 fixed options were close to indifference (50%), but most individual subjects showed small deviations from 50% (not all toward the same colors). These preferences, although not significant, were associated with the color of the discriminative label associated to each option. Therefore, instead of using an arbitrary classification of the fixed options for the purpose of analysis (e.g., F1 and F2), the 2 fixed alternatives were classified for each subject and treatment in 2 new categories, as preferred fixed option (F P ) and nonpreferred fixed option (F N ).
Relative preferences
The 2 possible choice mechanisms investigated here can be distinguished by their predictions regarding the differences in the relative level of preferences for the options between the binary and trinary contexts. To compare the subjects' relative preferences for each choice pair between contexts, we transformed choice proportions in the trinary situation by considering only 2 options at a time, so that the percentage of choices for the pair considered added up to 100%. For instance, preference for the preferred fixed option as compared with the variable option in the trinary situation-p(F P , V; fF P , F N , Vg)-is pðF P ; V ; fF P ; F N ; V gÞ ¼ nðF P ; fF P ; F N ; V gÞ nðF P ; fF P ; F N ; V gÞ 1 nðV ; fF P ; F N ; V gÞ 3 100; ð1Þ
where F P and V stand for ''preferred fixed'' and ''variable'', respectively, and n(F P ; fF P , F N , Vg) and n(V; fF P , F N , Vg) represent the number of choices for the preferred fixed and variable options, respectively, in the trinary context. Thus, preference for F P over V in a trinary context is defined as the number of choices for F P divided by the number of choices for F P and V added together. The same procedure was adopted to calculate the relative preference between the options (F P , F N ) and (F N , V) in the trinary situation.
If the birds employ a hierarchical process of choice, grouping similar alternatives within the same category (categories fixed and variable in the present case) according to their F2  F1  F1  V12  F2  V28  F1  V12  F1  Middle  P F1  V28  F1  F1  F2  V12  F2  F2  Right  V12  F2  F2  V12  F1  F2  F1  V28 The codes denote the type of trials, with F1 and F2 representing the 2 fixed options, V12 and V28 representing the 2 outcomes of the variable option, and P F1 the probe trial (see text).
consequences, the fixed options (F P and F N ) should compete more with each other in terms of choice proportions than with the variable option (i.e., total choices for the category fixed should be split between F P and F N ). Therefore, relative levels of preferences for each fixed option against the variable should be lower in the trinary than in the binary context. Specifically, if in a binary choice, the preference for the fixed option is F Bi ¼ p(F; fF, Vg), then in the trinary choice, preference for each fixed option should on average be F Bi /2. Relative preferences for any of the fixed options over the variable in the trinary situation should thus on average be (F Bi /2)/(1 ÿ F Bi /2). This is to be expected from functional theories of risk sensitivity: if the subject aims at a certain level of risk, it should allocate some fraction of its behavior to the variable option and then distribute the rest among options of identical (or similar) characteristics and no variance. Conversely, if the birds employ a simultaneous process of choice, the inclusion of a new option in the trinary situation should take a share of choice higher than F Bi /2, and the overall level of preference for the variable option should decrease. In the specific case that each new option takes a share of choices proportional to its value (as given by the learned consequences of choosing the option), relative preferences between each pair of options should not change between the binary and trinary contexts. To see this with an example, suppose that in 60% of the choice opportunities, subjects choose the fixed option over the variable in the binary context (i.e., it is 1.5 times more likely to be chosen). If, in the trinary context, a new (identical) fixed option takes a share of choices proportional to its value, it should be also 1.5 times more likely to be chosen than the variable option (and equally likely to be chosen as the original fixed option). This means that this new fixed option would be chosen on approximately 37.5% of the choice opportunities, the original fixed option would be also chosen on 37.5% of the opportunities, and the variable option on 25%, and therefore, relative level of preference between any of the fixed options and the variable option remains unchanged (any fixed option is still 1.5 times more likely to be chosen), but the subject is twice as likely to choose fixed over variable in trinary respect to binary choices (namely, 70/2.5 ¼ 3, as opposed to 60/40 ¼ 1.5). From the perspective of risk sensitivity, this would be an objective shift to stronger risk aversion, even if no change in the state of the subject has occurred between the 2 contexts. In terms of predictions, we should then expect for this specific case the slope and intercept of the regression of the relative proportion of choices for any given pair of options (as opposed to any given category of options) in a binary situation against the relative proportion of choices for this same pair in a trinary situation (as calculated by Equation 1) not to be different from one and zero, respectively.
To test these predictions, we analyzed the relationship between relative preferences in the binary versus trinary contexts. In all analyses, we considered the relative proportion of choices in the trinary and binary situations to be the dependent and independent variables, respectively (choice proportions were square root arcsine transformed). To take into account the fact that each bird contributed with 5 data points to the regression (one corresponding to each treatment), we calculated the slope and intercept of the regression for each individual bird separately, subsequently testing whether the groups of 10 intercepts and 10 slopes (one intercept and one slope corresponding to each subject) were significantly different from zero and one, respectively. Because 2 possible pairs of options (F P 3 V and F N 3 V) were tested for the detection of the same phenomenon, we corrected significance levels by employing Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons.
RESULTS

Knowledge about the alternatives
In Figure 2 , we can see that the birds viewed the payoff from the 2 fixed alternatives as identical. The figure shows mean pecking rates for the fixed options during the delays experienced in the probe trials, with the number of pecks computed in 1 s time bins. It is clear from the figure that for both options (F P and F N ), the response functions peaked at the appropriate times, namely, when food was due, in all treatments. Figure 3 shows the mean pecking rate for the variable option in the 5 treatments. The magnitude of the pecking rates for the variable option progressively increases as the delay of the fixed options increases (i.e., as the variable option becomes ''better'' relative to the fixed option), but the shape of the function is maintained across treatments (remember that this option did not vary across treatments). Similarly to the results reported by Schuck-Paim and Kacelnik (2002) , there were no discernible peaks at 12 and 28 s, the time bins when food was programmed. This can be interpreted as a fusion between the 2 peaks and is consistent with the scalar property of behavioral timing: because the spread of the response distribution is proportional to the length of the interval being timed, the presence of distinct peaks of responding is only noticeable for sufficiently large ratios between the 2 programmed intervals. In the present experiments, the ratio between the 2 delays corresponding to the variable option (12 and 28 s) was in the same range where no discernible peaks were observed by other authors (Catania and Reynolds 1968; Leak and Gibbon 1995) . Taken together, these results strongly indicate that subjects were able to correctly time the delays associated with the options and that their timing accuracy varied in accordance with the scalar property.
Relative choice proportions Figure 4 shows a plot of relative choice proportions between each fixed option and the variable option in the trinary context (calculated following Equation 1 in Data analysis) versus the proportion for the same choice in the binary context (namely, the number of choices for the option divided by the total number of choices). For the choice pair (F P , V), the group of individual slopes (hereafter s, see Data analysis) and intercepts (c) was not significantly different from one and zero, respectively (s ¼ 0.90 6 0.21; t 9 ¼ ÿ1.43, P ¼ NS; c ¼ 0.039 6 0.16; t 9 ¼ 0.75, P ¼ NS). The same was observed for the choice pair (F N , V), with the intercept of the group of regressions not being different from zero (c ¼ 0.03 6 0.12; t 9 ¼ 0.86, P ¼ NS) and the slopes not being different from one (s ¼ 0.92 6 0.21; t 9 ¼ ÿ1.25, P ¼ NS). The mean relative proportion of choices for each fixed option (average for all birds) in the binary context was also highly correlated with that in the trinary context (r Figure 5 shows the mean relative proportion of choices for each fixed option in the binary and trinary contexts in each of the treatments, together with the predictions of both processes. Similarly to the results reported above, the figure shows that, with the exception of one treatment in one of the choice scenarios, the observed preferences are extremely close to the prediction of choices based on a simultaneous process of choice but far from the predictions of the hierarchical model of choice.
To further investigate the observed results, we conducted a repeated-measures analysis of variance for each of the choice pairs having ''treatment'' (the value of the fixed delays) and ''context'' (binary or trinary choices) as within-subject factors and (transformed) choice proportions (calculated following Equation 1) as the dependent variable. As expected, for the choice pair involving the 2 fixed options (F P and F N ), there was no effect of either treatment or context (F 4,28 ¼ 0.98, P ¼ NS and F 1,7 ¼ 2.58, P ¼ NS, respectively) on preferences. For the choice pairs (F P , V) and (F N , V), there was, as expected, a strong effect of treatment (F 4,28 ¼ 42.1, P , 0.001 and F 4,28 ¼ 47.6, P , 0.001, respectively), showing that the level of preference for the variable option decreased as the delay of the fixed options became shorter (i.e., as the fixed options became better), as shown in Figure 6 . However, also as predicted, there was no effect of context (F 1,7 ¼ 0.90, P ¼ NS and F 1,7 ¼ 0.6, P ¼ NS, respectively), namely, no differences in relative choice proportions between the binary and trinary situations. For none of the choice pairs was the interaction between treatment and context significant (F 4,28 ¼ 1.44, P ¼ NS and F 4,28 ¼ 1.18, P ¼ NS, respectively). Altogether, these results show that relative preferences between any pair of options were not different between the binary and trinary contexts, in agreement with the predictions of simultaneous choice processes. Additionally, they were highly correlated (as indicated by the high r 2 values shown).
DISCUSSION
Our results showed that the starlings did not choose between foraging options hierarchically. Even though subjects were able to identify that the outcomes of the fixed options were equal (they correctly tracked the options' temporal properties), they did not show stable preferences between the categories fixed and variable. Instead, they showed stable preferences Mean peck rate (pecks/s, graphs on the left) and standardized peck rate (graph on the right) for the fixed options during probe trials (total delay ¼ 3 3 delay of the fixed option) in the 5 treatments employed (dark circles ¼ favored fixed option, white circles ¼ nonfavored fixed option). The delay corresponding to the treatment (F) indicates the time bin when food was potentially due. The graphs on the right side were obtained by calculating relative peck rates as a proportion of the rate at the peak time and relative time bins as a proportion of the time bin corresponding to the delay when food was potentially due.
Figure 3
Mean peck rate (pecks/s) for the variable option during probe trials (total delay ¼ 84 s) in the 5 treatments employed. Food was potentially due at the time bins 12 and 28.
between the variable option and each of the fixed alternatives, as if each fixed option was considered separately in the trinary situation, taking a share of choices from all other options. This result shows that the presence of a new option in a set can bias preferences in ways not foreseen by functional models of risky choice, as we discuss below. It is important to remember that our analysis, in common with most work in this field, takes as a fact that preferences between options are partial, and not absolute, as might be expected from functional analyses. We cannot tell why (in an adaptive sense) this should be so, but accept it as an almost universal property of choice behavior and proceed from there. Our results bear important implications for the mechanistic and functional understanding of animal choices in multialternative scenarios. Amongst these, perhaps the most unanticipated is the observation that the use of a process of choice whereby every option is considered individually can lead to counterintuitive preference patterns such as preference reversals. To see this, suppose that in one of the choice situations elections for the variable option represented the optimal (or preferred) solution, with birds showing a probabilistic bias toward it in binary choices (the argument is equally valid for whichever choice is considered optimal). Now let the choice set include more fixed options, all of which suboptimal relative to the variable option. If subjects consider all options individually, each new fixed option included in the set should take its share of choices from all previously existing alternatives, including the variable option. As a consequence, the proportion of choices for the variable alternative should gradually drop with the inclusion of new fixed options, to the point that the overall probability of choosing it is reversed, becoming lower than that of choosing the category fixed. Indeed, such a preference reversal was observed here. Figure 6 shows that preferences were reversed between the binary and trinary Figure 4 Relative preferences of subjects in the binary context for the choice pairs (F P , V) and (F N , V) plotted as a function of relative preferences in the trinary contexts. The diagonal lines have a slope of 1.0 and an intercept of 0. The data points falling on the line represent cases where relative preferences were the same in both contexts. Data points falling above and below the line represent cases where relative preferences were higher and lower, respectively, in the trinary than in the binary context.
Figure 5
Mean relative proportion of choices (average for all birds, continuous line) in the binary context for the choice pairs (F P , V) and (F N , V) plotted as a function of relative preferences in the trinary contexts in each of the 5 treatments, along with predictions from both choice processes investigated (hierarchical and simultaneous choice processes).
Figure 6
Mean proportion of choices (6standard error) for the fixed options (mean of F P and F N ) when paired with the variable (V) in binary choices and the sum of the proportion of choices for the fixed options in the trinary context in the 5 treatments employed. The predictions of the simultaneous choice process for the trinary context were calculated based on the average proportion of choices for the fixed options in the binary situation. The hierarchical choice process predicts that preferences in the trinary context should be the same as in the binary. The rectangular area (PR, standing for preference reversal) indicates the treatment for which a reversal in risk preference between the binary and trinary contexts was observed. ''A'' (the arithmetic mean of the variable delay) indicates where a risk-neutral subject would cross the indifference line.
contexts (PR, for preference reversal, Figure 6 ) in one of the treatments (T18): although starlings were risk prone in the binary situation, they were risk averse in the trinary, as most of their choices were taken by the 2 fixed alternatives. This treatment lies at the point where the fixed delay is close to the geometric and harmonic means of the 2 delays in the variable option, thus being the point where on the basis of previous experience and various mechanistic theories (including Expectation of the Ratios: Bateson and Kacelnik 1996 ; Scalar Utility Theory: Kacelnik and Brito e Abreu 1998 and Hyperbolic discounting : Mazur 1984) one would normally expect indifference and where behavior is maximally sensitive. The effect, however, is present throughout the range of values of the fixed delay, indicating that the phenomenon is not restricted to the conditions when the animal is indifferent, and choice is treated by the subject as inconsequential. Thus, the overall allocation of choices between the 2 categories (fixed and variable) changed with the size of the choice set. This effect should be even stronger with larger choice sets, to the point of producing higher levels of preference for a suboptimal or less-preferred category provided it contains many options.
Our main finding is that choices do not always reflect a process whereby preferences are predicted exclusively in terms of the options' payoffs. The new, third alternative, took a share of choices from all preexisting alternatives even when its payoff was inferior. Still, more than ''stealing'' some choices from all options, the new fixed alternative was chosen proportionally to its attractiveness in a binary situation. This pattern of preference is consistent with the constant-ratio rule (Luce 1959) as explained in the Introduction. Although the expression of partial levels of preference does not by itself maximize value (as an immediate maximizer would allocate all behavior to the option with highest value), the expression of partial preferences consistently with the constant-ratio rule has been recently used as a measure of internal consistency and coherence in choices in animal studies (choices would be ''economically rational,' ' Bateson 2002; Bateson et al. 2002 Bateson et al. , 2003 Shafir et al. 2002) . Our findings are in this sense surprising as they show that the constant-ratio rule can also lead to preference reversals between ''payoff categories,'' hence to specific violations of rationality predictions.
To understand the patterns of preference observed, one must look at the processes underlying the expression of nonexclusive choices for one option. An assumption of functional models of choice is that behavior maximizes the expected value of a given function, this function normally being fitness or some proxy versus behavior. Under stable scenarios, strict maximization requires exclusive choice of the best option, an expectation contradicted by the pervasive empirical presence of partial preferences. Nonexclusive choices in stable situations are often-and plausibly-interpreted as the outcome of processes whereby the choice probability of each option is a continuous function of its value. One possibility is that nonexclusive choice evolved to approximate adaptive responses to the need to track environmental changing opportunities, a phenomenon referred to as ''sampling'' (Krebs et al. 1978; Dow and Lea 1987) . However, for sampling to account for the present preference patterns, it would be necessary that the frequency with which a subject sampled the environment (choosing less-than-best options) increased proportionally as the size of the choice set increased, to the point where the overall sampling frequency was higher than that of choosing the preferred alternative (as shown by the preference reversal illustrated in Figure 6 ). We consider this an unlikely possibility because the frequency with which an animal can sample its environment should be constrained by the need to reach a minimum energetic threshold enabling survival and reproduction. In other words, the greater the number of alternatives the greater would be the proportion of behavior used for sampling, and the subject would never focus on favorable options. A further reason to question interpretations based on sampling is that sampling should not be very prevalent where animals are faced with designs such as the present one, which included many no-choice trials to decrease the uncertainty of the subjects as to the programmed characteristics of each option.
Another argument relates to the degree of generality of the process uncovered by our experiment. It could be argued that the use of a simultaneous mechanism is restricted to cases where, as in our experiment, options with identical properties were signaled by different stimuli. If cues encountered in nature are reliable signals of an option's properties, then options sharing similar properties would be typically identified by similar cues. For instance, if options are potential mates that offer honest signals of quality, candidates of the same quality should give the same signal and would thus be easier to categorize together. Thus, the association here of each fixed option to a different color could have led the starlings to allocate their choices between them as if they were distinct alternatives, even though the starlings did identify the outcomes as having the same temporal parameters. The implication in this argument is that sensorial cues are what is used for categorization or grouping of the options, rather than payoffs. We believe that probably both situations can happen in nature and are logically viable. Consider, for example, the decisions of a central place forager. At the time the animal has to decide, for instance, to which field it will go, it remembers that the northern field is on average more profitable, but the eastern and southern fields sometimes offer larger rewards. Say that given its energetic state, the forager decides to avoid the risks of the eastern and southern fields and forage instead in the security of the northern one. In this case, the fields are all signaled by location and landmarks that bear no intrinsic information about their richness or variability, hence the bird makes its choices using the memory of their outcomes. Thus, categorization by payoffs should be expected if the predictions of risk-sensitive foraging theory are to be accomplished-an expectation contradicted by our findings.
Additionally, evidence from studies on frequency-dependent food selection do not support the hypothesis that, had we associated the 2 fixed options to the same colors, the starlings would have chosen them as if belonging to the same payoff category. For example, in a typical study an animal is given a choice between 2 food types, presented in different relative frequencies (e.g., a bumblebee is presented with an array of artificial flowers of 2 colors, where each color is available in different frequencies in different treatments; Smithson and MacNair 1996) . The experimental conditions are thus analogous to those employed here, with the only difference that options with identical outcomes are signaled by the same cues. Similarly to what we found, in these studies animals eat disproportionally more of the common food item (a phenomenon termed ''proapostatic selection''). Although preferences are not always as extreme as those found here (with a new alternative taking choices away from all previous options in proportion to its attractiveness), the observation that the more frequent a food type the higher its consumption (Allen 1988) indicates that even when similar outcomes are cued by similar stimuli, animals still fail to include them in the same payoff category when choosing.
From a mechanistic perspective, our results might be understood by considering the processes whereby subjects learn about the options. Here (an indeed in most experimental analyses of behavior), subjects did not choose directly among the outcomes of the options. Instead, they learned to choose among different stimuli. One possibility is that preference for these stimuli depended on how reliable they consider the color of each option as a predictor of the corresponding reward, namely, how strong the association between the color and its outcome was (technically, preferences would depend on the option's ''associative strength''; see also Montague et al. 1995; Kacelnik and Bateson 1996; Shapiro 2000; Shapiro et al. 2001 , for a possible link between associative learning and risk sensitivity). This mechanism does not assume the grouping of options into categories of similar payoffs. On the contrary, if the likelihood of selecting an option is some function of its associative strength relative to the associative strength of other options, then preferences in choice contexts involving 2, 3, or more options should lead to the preference patterns observed here. At present, the main weakness of this approach is that little is known about the rules that translate associative strength into choice. In the few cases where a decision rule was fitted to the data, generalized matching (Couvillon and Bitterman 1987; Shapiro 2000 )-a rule entirely compatible with the constant-ratio rule but lacking functional justification-was predominantly favored. Yet, the general compatibility of our results with the predictions of learning theory indicates that the use of a choice process whereby each option is handled individually and not in categories may have derived from learning processes that evolved in situations of greater overall importance than the potential fitness loss they could cause. Because this appears to be, however, the first study to address directly this issue, further studies are needed to test the generality of the phenomenon reported here.
The implementation of variations of our design so as to include other choice domains, other choice set sizes as well as varying the configuration, and degree of similarity of the options within a choice set should be fruitful for understanding animal preferences in multialternative choice scenarios. For example, future experiments could test the prevalence of the simultaneous choice mechanism observed here in natural situations such as leks or in situations involving more than 3 alternatives (Hutchinson 2005) . In general, however, our findings do pose a challenge that needs to be addressed simultaneously by mechanistic and functional modeling, as many natural problems probably involve multialternative tests of preferences, and looking at biological phenomena with the exclusion of either adaptive consequences or mechanistic implementation would always be unsatisfactory.
